
Stakeholder collaboration enhanced with simpleshow’s new comment mode

As most corporations practice collaborative content creation, the new simpleshow feature
makes it quick and easy by allowing team members and third party collaborators to provide
feedback on explainer videos right on the platform.

April 19th, 2023 – The explainer video platform, simpleshow, is known for the simple
creation of explainer videos with highly-automated text-to-video technology. The new
simpleshow comment mode feature enhances efficiency as it promotes seamless
collaboration with real time updates and feedback.

Sandra Boehrs, CMO of simpleshow, explains:
“As remote work is now an established standard for most companies, it is critical that teams
can simply and easily collaborate on projects. The vast majority of our clients have shared
that their videos for internal and external communication purposes undergo internal reviews.
Our new feature now seamlessly and efficiently allows for inclusive and consolidated
feedback in a quick and easy way. We’re confident this will make video creation time even
faster and help teams produce video content even more effectively.”

The latest release not only allows team members to comment and collaborate but also
enables them to invite third party collaborators. This improvement in stakeholder
communication ensures fast and easy approval of videos projects. The new comment mode
is simple and intuitive to use. Creators can invite their coworkers who can click anywhere on
the canvas of a video project or on a keyword and add feedback in real time. Comments can
be easily navigated with search, be filtered, and resolved.

About simpleshow: simpleshow is the pioneer platform for digital products and services around explainer
videos. Guided by the mission to make modern communication simple and concise, the market leader enables
everyone to explain complex topics in a clear and engaging way. The AI powered SaaS solution, simpleshow
video maker, allows users to create professional explainer videos in more than 20 languages within just a few
clicks. A magic that comes from years of experience in producing tens of thousands of videos and eLearning
courses, in over 50 languages. The simpleshow team caters to clients from offices in Berlin, Luxembourg,
London, Miami, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Tokyo. Large international companies value simpleshow as a partner
for the ability to provide simple, effective explanations.
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